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SINGULARITY PERFORMANCE: AUGUST 2019

Monthly Nasdaq Singularity Index NSI (NQ2045) vs. benchmarks: Indecisive is what one 
could call markets for August, with major indexes and the NSI tightly correlated as it is typical 
in times of uncertainty. In these phases, it is not for the faint-hearted to have high exposure to 
technology equities! The NSI, while not immune to equity swings, once more demonstrated 
the benefits of seeking value in ‘tech outside tech’. Down 2.06%, it finished August ahead of 
the MSCI AC World Technology (-2.35%), the Nasdaq Composite (-2.60%)  and the MSCI AC 
World (-2.57%). The S&P 500 (-1.81%) outperformed the peers listed here.

Since launch on 21 December 2017, the NSI remains amongst the leaders, up 12.74% (MSCI AC 
World: -0.06%; Nasdaq Composite: +14.32%; S&P 500: +9.012%; MSCI AC World Technology: 
+15.51%).

UPCOMING EVENTS

*NEW* Exponential Finance Summit; November 14-15, 2019; AURA CLUB | Zürich (CH)

The Future of Finance, Today: Two days in Zurich, one of the world’s largest 
financial centres, during which 500 Executives from all over Europe gather to 
discuss, connect and network with fellow leaders. 

Topics: Investing in Exponentials; Disrupting the Financial Landscape; A New Perspective

Learn More: https://www.exponentialfinancesummit.com/

*NEXT* Sept 19, 2019, Breakfast @ Zunfthaus zur Saffran, Limmatquai 54, Zurich, 8:30-10:30am

Expert Access: Robotics & Automation: The Past, The Present & Grand Challenges 

Featuring: Naveen Shamsudhin PhD, Founder/CTO of The Origin AG
         Roland Dreyfus, CTO of Ophthorobotics

Members: Free | Non-Members: 77 CHF

Sign up: http://bit.ly/TSG-Robo-Event
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    Performance Singularity Fund - since Launch 

Source: FactSet

Performance Since Launch per end August 2019 NSI vs Peers 

Performance August 2019 NSI vs Peers
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SINGULARITY SECTORS

The Singularity Sector that weathered the storm of August best was Healthcare-related 
Bioinformatics (+1.19%): Companies like Bayer (BAYN; +13.37%) and Otsuka (4578; +11.25%) 
stabilized an otherwise very volatile portfolio. 

New Energy (-6.58%) showed the worst performance as a Singularity Sector in August. Vestas 
Wind Systems (VWS; -11.00%), and Xylem (XYL; -4.58%) were subject to what looks like profit 
taking in a sector that had experienced quite a run over the last few months.

SINGULARITY STOCKS  

Financial Technology company MarketAxess (MKTS; +17.97%) was the overall top performer 
in the NSI portfolio (Big Data as key Singularity Sector). The announcement of the acquisition 
of an electronic marketplace to complement its trading platform further propelled already 
strong YTD performance. Worst performer was Sarepta Therapeutics (SRPT; -39.44%) over 
negative response by the FDA to pre-clinical trial results for one of its projects. The reactions 
seems overly negative according to many analysts, stating that valuation seems now to be 
factoring in a similar issue to the whole of Sarepta’s pipeline.

“Robotics & Automation:  
The Past, The Present & Grand Challenges”  

Expert Access Event Teaser
`

*The following is a short teaser ahead of our next event on 
Robotics with our Expert Naveen Shamsudhin, PhD, and Roland 
Dreyfus on panel. Recordings of the event plus all presentation 

slides will be available on our Members Only site:  

Seeking-Singularity.com
For inquiries on membership,  

email members@singularity-group.com 

Naveen Shamsudhin PhD, 
Founder & CTO of Origin AG 
and Lecturer in Robotics at 
ETH Zurich with the Multi-Scale 
Robotics Lab

UPCOMING EVENT HIGHLIGHT

One of the main pillars driving the fourth industrial revolution is assisted or unassisted 
robotic process automation or RPA. The technology has had similar if not greater effects 
on society as the advent of industrial machinery did during the first industrial revolution. In 
particular, the effects are felt within two of the previously largest job sectors in the world, 
manufacturing and agriculture. The evolution of RPA has only increased the efficiency 
of many laborious tasks and lower costs to the point that, for many companies, it makes 
more economic sense to use robots in place of adding on more human labor or replace 
human labor entirely. This trend has extremely sensitive implications for the future.  
Generally with a growing and aging world population, how will we employ so many people? 
And will long term efficiency gains trigger any even greater wealth disparity?
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These questions of course have implications of how the path we 
are on looks. We don’t necessarily have to assume that the state of 
jobs today is indicative of a dystopian future. The field of robotics in 
general spans far beyond just manufacturing and supply chain, as 
machines get smarter, smaller, bigger, more capable, more gentle, 
and more integrated into our everyday lives, new possibilities will 
emerge that we would have a hard time even conceiving today.

In our upcoming event on September 19, our robotics and 
automation expert Naveen Shamsudhin PhD will dive into the 
path that brought us to where the sector of robotics stands 

today. Regardless of the wider spreading implications, robotic process automation has 
proven itself to be an exceptional tool for creating new value growth among wide range 
of companies and industries, Shamsudhin will show clear examples of where we can 
identify these value growth models. As mentioned before, while the inclusion of RPA has 
its obvious benefits but also presents a new set of challenges, so we will look at what 
problems are still on the table to be solved. And lastly, Shamsudhin’s current professional 
focus of The Origin AG revolves around a hot topic in today’s intersection of technology 
and culture; are we in control of the technology meant to 
better our lives or is technology getting the better of us? Our 
event will touch on the topic of digital well-being and how the 
leaders of tomorrow, and the engineers building that tomorrow, 
need to shift thinking beyond the bottom line and focus on how 
technology and humanity can work together in better harmony.

Joining Naveen for a panel discussion and Q&A is Roland Dreyfus, 
PhD candidate at ETH Zurich’s Multi-Scale Robotics Lab and CTO 
of Ophthorobotics, working on medical application robotics.

We hope you are as excited as we are to dive into this fun, 
fascinating and sometimes frightening subject! RSVP soon and 
we’ll see you on the 19th of September!

Roland Dreyfus, CTO 
of Ophthorobotics and PhD 
Candidate in Robotics at ETH 
Zurich with the Multi-Scale 
Robotics Lab
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With the definition in mind, we’ve taken a look into how our investment philosophy covers the 
‘goal’ of sustainability investing and where it may present any loopholes. The conclusion is 
that the NSI portfolio fairs exceptionally well on sustainability measures! The reasons are 
not as straight-forward, leaving us with the hypothesis that companies eager and able to 
move innovation capex into revenue-generating business lines are also better positioned 
in the context of sustainability - they have a higher likelihood to be able to survive and also 
dominate in the future.

Here is what an analysis by RepRisk says about the NSI portfolio in a snapshot:

SINGULARITY INSIGHTS 
WHAT’S SUSTAINABLE ANYMORE?

Substantial sustainability analysis is being performed on the NSI and Singularity Fund 
Portfolios. More information will be available to Singularity Fund Clients and Members of 

‘Seeking Singularity - Insider’. For inquiries on Membership, please email:  
members@singularity-group.com.

An old buzzword and theme is back in town and this time, we expect it to hang out for a 
while: SUSTAINABILITY.

“SUSTAINABILITY IS THE ABILITY TO EXIST CONSTANTLY”

More detailed  information will be available to Singularity Fund Clients and Members of 
‘Seeking Singularity - Insider’.  For inquiries on Membership, please email:  

members@singularity-group.com.

*The RepRisk Rating ranges from AAA to D: AAA, AA, A denotes low ESG risk exposure, BBB, BB, B denotes 
moderate ESG risk exposure, CCC, CC, C denotes high ESG risk exposure, D denotes very high ESG risk exposure

Source: RepRisk

    Performance Singularity Fund - since Launch 
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The Future of Finance, Today  

Exponential Finance Summit  
November 14-15, 2019;  AURA CLUB | Zürich (CH)

Two days in Zurich, one of the world’s largest financial centres, during which 
500 Executives from all over Europe gather to discuss, connect and network 
with fellow leaders. 

Topics covered at the event include but are not limited to:

Investing in Exponentials: From Blockchain to Genomics, from AI to Energy:  
learn more about investing in exponential technologies and discover the emerging 
strategies that are fundamentally shifting the entire financial playing field.

Disrupting the Financial Landscape: 
Take a look at how technology is disrupting banking, insurance and money itself: 
cryptocurrencies, quantum computing, blockchain, A.I., Big Data and more.

A New Perspective Change is Key: 
Embrace a new perspective, and explore new and disruptive business models. Become 
aware of our position in this world of endless opportunities: it is essential to work together 
towards an abundant, sustainable, and brighter future for everybody

For more information, ticket booking and future updates, please visit: 

https://www.exponentialfinancesummit.com/

*NEXT* Sept 19, 2019, Breakfast @ Zunfthaus zur Saffran, Limmatquai 54, Zurich, 8:30-10:30am

Expert Access: Robotics & Automation: The Past, The Present & Grand Challenges 

Featuring: Naveen Shamsudhin PhD, Founder/CTO of The Origin AG
         Roland Dreyfus, CTO of Ophthorobotics

Members: Free | Non-Members: 77 CHF

Sign up: http://bit.ly/TSG-Robo-Event
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